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Summary.. A generalization of the Henyey-scheme is
givenn that introduces the mass of the convective core
andd the density at the outer edge of the convective
coree boundary as unknowns which have to be solved
forr simultaneously with the other unknowns.
Ass a result, this boundary is determined in a physicallyy self-consistent way for expanding as well as contractingg cores, i.e. during the Henyey iterative cycle, its
positionn becomes consistent with the overall physical
structuree of the star, including the run of the chemical
abundancess throughout the star. In earlier investigationss on helium star evolution, such a consistency could
inn general not be achieved. Using this scheme, the
evolutionn of helium stars (X = 0, Z=0.03) was followed

upp to (non-degenerate) carbon ignition for a number
off stellar masses: 2.5 Af0, 3AfG, 4 M Q and 8 AfQ . As
comparedd with some earlier investigations, the calculationss show a rather large increase in mass of the convectivee cores during core helium burning.
Evolutionary,, calculations for a 2 M Q helium star show
thatt the critical mass for which a helium star ignites
carbonn non-degenerately lies near 2MQ (corresponding
too a C/O core of 0.99 M Q).
Thee 2MQ helium star is the only one for which the
radiuss strongly expands after core helium burning.
Keyy words: helium stars — convective cores — Henyey
scheme e

Notation n
regionn around it by convective overshooting: this renderss these originally radiative layers convectively unstablee and, at the same time, mixes lower opacity
helium-richh material into the core. The latter process
makess the core material somewhat less convective and
thuss reduces the overshooting at the core boundary.
Thee position of the convective core boundary (from here
onn abbreviated by BCC) is determined by the difference
betweenn the radiative- and adiabatic temperature gradients,,
which is a measure of the efficiency of overVV
actuauogarithmic temperature gradient - — in the model
shooting.
.
olnP olnP
Thiss difference (Fr— Ffl), however, depends on the posi??rr
radiative logarithmic temperature gradient
VVaa
adiabatic logarithmic temperature gradient
tionn of the BCC itself, through the amount of low
A,AA,A evolutionary correction to A: difference in quantity A between opacityy helium-rich material mixed into the convective
thee actual stellar model and the previous one
6A6A iterative correction to A: difference in quantity A between core.. Hence, one can only determine the position of the
BCCC iteratively, which is, however, hampered by the octwoo consecutive Henyey iterations.
currencee of a chemical composition (hence density-)
discontinuityy at the boundary of the expanding convec1.. Introduction
tivee core. Usually one adopts for each timestep a fixed
Thee convective core of a helium-burning helium star amountt of core expansion and thus a fixed chemical
increasess in mass during most of this evolutionary phase coree composition during the iterative Henyey cycle (e.g.
e.g.. cf. Paczynski, 1971; Dinger, 1972). This is due to cf.. Paczynski, 1971). One then calculates the definitive
thee nuclear burning in the center of the star, which positionn of the BCC and definitive chemical composicausess the core material to become gradually more tionn of the convective core after the Henyey iterations
opaquee and hence more convective. This forces the core havee converged. However, this does not result in physiboundaryy to propagate into the radiative helium-rich callyy consistent models, since after convergence of the
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total number of mesh points (including the center)
mass coordinate
radial coordinate
density
pressure
temperature
heat content of the stellar matter
rate of nuclear energy generation corrected for neutrino losses
luminosity
fraction of helium content by mass
time
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Henyeyy iterations has been obtained, the position of the
BCCC (determined by the criterion for convective stability)) is in general not the same as the one assumed for
startingg the Henyey iterations. This method will give
risee to a rather large uncertainty in the position of the
BCCC if there is an extended region near the core boundaryy where the radiative temperature gradient (i.e. the
temperaturee gradient necessary to transport the energyfluxx by radiation only) is nearly equal to the adiabatic
temperaturee gradient. Such a region, corresponding to a
minimumm in the Fr-curve {Vr evaluated as a function of
MMrr by adopting a composition equal to that of a completelyy mixed core) seems to be a general feature of the
evolutionn of helium burning cores (e.g. Paczyriski, 1970)
andd could result in a semi-convective region outside
thee convective core (Castellani et al., 1971b). Under
thesee circumstances, the determination of the core
boundaryy with the rough method described above can
leadd to large jumps in the position of the core boundary
fromm one timestep to the next. This is the reason why
Paczyriskii (1971) allowed the convective core to grow
withh only just one mass zone per timestep. We tried to
determinee the position of the BCC more consistently by
mixingg the chemical composition during the Henyey
iterationss (up to the momentary position of the BCC, as
resultingg from the foregoing iteration), but without
speciall modifications this induced oscillatory instabilitiess and convergence could not be obtained, as has
alsoo been noticed in previous investigations (Iben, 1965).
Henyeyy et al. (1964) also mention this kind of oscillatory
instability.. They tried to make use of a variable mesh
pointt at the convective core boundary, the position of
whichh was determined by a convective stability criterion. .
Thee numerical instabilities, however, remained, and
convergencee could not be obtained. We have analysed
thiss situation in order to find the cause of these instabilities.. We found, after many trials, that they could
bee resolved if the linearization of the equations (includingg the stability criterion) is carried out very carefullyy and as completely as possible.
Wee generalized the iterative Henyey scheme by introducingg the mass of the convective core and the density
att the outer edge of the composition discontinuity as
extraa unknowns in the iterative scheme. Next, very important,, the chemical composition of the convective
coree was introduced as an implicit variable, which is
coupledd to the mass of the convective core, due to
mixing.. This allows us to linearize all the equations
withh respect to core composition (especially the convectivee stability criterion).
Too enable the introduction of these extra unknowns
(andd corresponding extra equations) a more general
eliminationn scheme for the Henyey matrix was developed,, as is described in the appendix. It appeared
thatt with this method self-consistent models can be
obtainedd after a few Henyey iterations.

2.. The Equations Describing Stellar Evolution
Thee hydrostatic evolution of a spherically symmetric
starr is described by the well known set of non-linear
differentiall equations (e.g. Cox and Giuli, 1968):
d\nP_d\nP_ -GM
dMdM ~ 4nr4P

(1)

d\nrd\nr _ 1
dMdM
47rr3g

Too solve these differential equations for T, Q, r, and L
thee star is divided into a large number of mass shells,
byy inserting a grid of mesh points. The differential
equationss are then transformed into a large number of
differencee equations, which are expanded between the
meshh points of the grid. These difference equations are
thenn linearized and iteratively solved with a NewtonRaphsonn method (Henyey et al., 1964).
Thee outer boundary condition was obtained by integratingg a large number of envelope models for different
valuess of T and L at the surface; the resulting values of
TTyyggyyrr and L at a fixed fitting point at the bottom of the
envelopes,, were stored as a table in the memory of the
computerr (Paczyriski, 1969).
Thee basic program to compute the evolutionary sequencess was kindly provided by Paczyriski and has extensivelyy been described in the literature (e.g. Paczyriski,
1970). .
Thee inner boundary condition was modified and is
describedd in the appendix. Further modifications of the
originall program include the special treatment of the
convectivee boundary and the calculations of the nuclear
burningg rates.
2.1.2.1. Determination of the Convective Core Boundary
Inn the extrapolated stellar model which has to be converged,, a new mesh point is inserted at the estimated
positionn of the BCC as described in Section 3. In this
boundaryy mesh point we have six unknowns instead of
thee usual four, namely Tc, Q[, Q<C, rc, Lc and Mc. From
heree on a superscript i or e means that the quantities are
evaluatedd at the inner- or outer edge of the chemical
compositionn discontinuity at the boundary.
Alll variables have their usual meaning, Mc being the
masss of the convective core. Like all other mesh points,
thee inserted mesh point at the boundary is coupled to its
neighbouringg mesh points through the difference form
off Eqs. (1) to (4). By enabling the inserted mesh point
too move through the star during the Henyey iterationss (correction on Mc), the program can search for
thatt position (i.e. that value of Mc) in which Eqs. (1) to
14 4
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(4)) and the Eqs. (5) and (6), which make the system equationss resulting from Eqs. (1) to (4) one has to put:
mathematicallyy complete again, are simultaneously
satisfied.. Equation (5) determines the position of the
== (0,0,0,1),
(7). .
BCCC and follows from the equation Castellani et al.
(1971a)) derived for the (outward) propagation velocity
off the BCC due to the overshooting at the core andd analogously with respect to the other three un knows.
boundary: :
Thee difference equations are expressions containing the
componentss of Hk and of Hk+1, and some other physical
(l-(l-nn)V)Vrr-K-K = 0
(5) ) quantitiess such as Vr, P and Q evaluated at the mesh
pointss k and k+ 1.
Thesee quantities depend not only on some or all of the
(5a)
)
QcQcLLc c
componentss of Hk or Hk+l, but also on the chemical
compositionn at the points k and k +1. In order to obtain
Heree r\ is a measure for the super-adiabaticity of the rapidd convergence of the generalized Henyey iterations,
radiativee temperature gradient at the inner edge of the onee should completely linearize the set of difference
convectivee boundary, tilc = (Mc — M°c[i)/Aet and \i is equations,, such that during every Henyey iteration the
thee mean molecular weight of the stellar material. In fulll coupling of all unknowns is felt. This implies that
derivingg Eqs. (5) and (5a) it was assumed that Vt{fmVa onee should also include the dependence on chemical
andd that /i"/^1'^ 0.99. Equation (5) implicitly includes a compositionn into the linearization.
timescalee for convective mixing and gives a lower limit Thee chemical composition in a mesh point can change by
forr Mf. On the other hand, the Schwarzschild criterion locall nuclear burning and/or by convective mixing.
VVtt — P7^ = 0 gives an upper limit for Mc, because it implies Too include the linearization of the equations describing
thatt an infinitesimal small value of V\. — Va can drive the
locall nuclear burning is very easy. However, to enable
coree expansion (i.e. instantaneous mixing). Calculations iterativee changes in core composition that are due to an
showw that the momentary overshooting is limited to a iterativee change in the amount of mass that is mixed, is
negligiblee small region of only a few 102cm(<jr~ 105). difficultt as a consequence of the non-local character
Duringg core helium burning q appears to be very small off convective mixing. The problem is that the coupling
(aa few times 10"3), hence Eq. (5) does not differ very off the composition variables in all mesh points inside the
muchh from the classical condition Vr — Ffl=0. The latter convectivee core destroys the diagonal structure of the
conditionn results in a slightly more massive (about 1 %) Henyeyy matrix.
convectivee core all the time. However, if there is a region Wee are at present developing a method that enables the
withh Vr—Va7aQ near the core boundary, then Eq. (5). treatmentt of such complicated couplings without requirinn contrast to the classical condition, prevents the BCC ingg unrealistic amounts of computer time and memory.
too jump through such a region, because a sudden Thiss method should be applicable to more complex
increasee in core mass would require a large value for n situationss such as convective mixing between two
att the boundary. This stabilizing effect on the numerical boundariess (convective shells) or partial mixing of semisolutionn was the main reason to use Eq. (5). Equation (6) convectivee regions.
expressess the continuity of pressure across the chemical Inn this paper, however, we take into account the iterative
compositionn discontinuity and couples g* to Q\.:
changess of the physical quantities P, V, e, and Q due to
thee (iterative) corrections to the chemical composition
/ * - FF = 0
(6) )
off the convective core only at the boundary point and
itss
two adjacent mesh points (at both sides). This
Withh this scheme for the determination of the convective
alreadyy
resulted in excellent convergence properties of
coree boundary, one obtains after every Henyey iteration
thee
generalized
Henyey iterations. We will now discuss
correctionss to all the unknowns, including Mc and Q*,
thee
special
features
of the linearization at the two edges
suchh that the position of the BCC becomes consistent
off
the
discontinuity
in the inserted boundary mesh
withh the overall physical structure of the star. To obtain
point.
.
aa rapid convergence of this generalized Henyey scheme,
onee should carefully linearize the difference equations
derivedd from Eqs. (1) to (6). In Sections 2.2 to 2.4 we give
somee details of this linearization.
2.32.3 Linearization of the Equations at the Convective
Boundary Boundary
Considerr the vector Hc={Tc,Qlc,Qec,rc,Lc,Mc) the elementss of which are the six unknowns at the inserted
Assumee that Hk = (T, Q, r, L) is a vector, the components meshh point at the boundary. Although the first five
off which are the four unknown physical variables at a elementss of Hc are dependent on Mc, in linearizing the
meshh point k. Evidently, in linearizing the difference differencee equations at the boundary point, one should

2.22.2 Some General Comments on the Linearization

15 5
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putt in analogy with Eq. (7):
(8) )

== (0,0,0,0,0,1).
vM. vM.

Thee meaning of the last term on the right hand side of
Eq.. (11) is that a change in composition at constant
densityy results in a change of the number of thermal
particless and hence in a change in the heat content Q.
Att the boundary of the expanding convective core this
termm is of the same order as the other terms on the right
handd side of Eq. (11). This term was first introduced at
thee boundary of an expanding convective region by
Ziolkowskii (1972). When linearizing the difference
formm (11) one obtains coefficients of the type:

Too describe the linearization with respect to chemical
composition,, let us notice that there is only one variable
(V)) describing the chemical composition of the stellar
materiall in our program. The thermodynamic quantities
aree interpolated from tables which have entries T, Q
andd Y. These tables are calculated for two compositions,
dQ dQ
aa Cox-Stewart mixture K=0.97, Z = 0.03 and the Wei(12) )
++ AeQ
ÖQ\\dQ ÖQ\\dQ
dQ dQ
gertt III mixture y = 0, C = 0 = 0.478.
T.Y T.Y
Att the two edges of the discontinuity in the boundary
Notee that AeQ is not of the same order as the small
meshh point the linearization with respect to chemical
iterativee correction ÖQ (especially in the region of
compositionn of the equations which contain the quanti- expansionn of the convective core one has in general
tiess P, V, e and Q is carried out implicitly through the AA Q>ÖQ)Q>ÖQ) while the second derivative with respect t
ee
relation: :
densityy is not small compared to the first derivative

,s*n ,s*n

AJ/üö ö

6Y6Y

=m*=m*MM<-<-

(9) )

Inn Eq. (9) the derivative of the chemical composition
withh respect to the mass of the convective core is well
definedd at both sides of the discontinuity at the BCC.
Onee has in every mesh point inside the convective core,
includingg the inner side of the convective core boundary
(thee local unmixed value for the helium content at a
certainn mesh point, Yk, is recalculated after every
Henyeyy iteration):

y=YM^y=YM^{Yk+i{Yk+i

+

Yk)(Mk+i Mk)

~

(10) )

wheree the summation index k runs from 1 to the boundaryy point c. If the convective core is expanding one has
dY dY
= 00 at the outer edge of the discontinuity at the
cMcMc c
boundary,, unless there is a composition profile present
outsidee the convective core. In case the convective core
iss shrinking there is no longer a discontinuity at the
boundaryy and hence dYYdYY _ fdY_
.. The difference
formm of Eq. (4) delivers a special difficulty in the
linearizationn due to the presence of the time derivative
dQdQ A
.
.
.
. dQ . AJQ .
-~.-~. As
usual, we have replaced -r- by —— since the
atat
at
Aet
formerr value is hard to obtain and tends to give rise to
mathematicall instabilities (Henyey et ai, 1964). The
errorr made in this replacement is in general of the same
orderr as the error due to the fact that dQ is not a total
differentiall and is very small if one takes reasonable
timesteps.. We have put in every mesh point:
dQ dQ
dQ dQ
AAeeQQ +
A„TA„T +
AJ.AJ.
dY dY
ddQ T,Y
Q.T Q.T
Q T,Y
e.y e.y

dQ dQ

^ 00 = dT dT

— ))

. Hence one cannot neglect the second term

onn the right hand side of Eq. (12) as part of the cofactor
off ÖQ. One obtains analogous expressions for the cofactorss of ÖT and öMc, the latter through the implicit
unknownn ÖY... One should also be aware that — [---1
ÖQ\dT! ÖQ\dT!

dd (dQ)
iss not equal to - ^ - Whilee evaluating AeQ at the
boundaryy one should add correction factors to the evoluand AeYc. Consider for examtionaryy changes AJ'^A^
plee AeTÏ + l = Ti + ÖTc-T?ld, where i gives the iterative
cyclee number. It is clear that 7^ld should be the
temperaturee (in the previously converged "old" stellar
model)) at the position of the actual boundary at
M' c +11 = AfJ + 5Afc (and not at M[). In order to use
correctt values for AeTc etc. during every iteration,
7?7?ldld is considered to be a function of Mc (in contrast to
TTcc).). As an example of such neutralizing corrections
wee give the linearization with respect to the convective
coree mass Mc of the first term on the right hand side of
equationn (11):
A.T\=-A.T\=dT dT
3Mr \\ÖT a.r a.r
00,Y\dMj,Y\dMjc c
dY dY
++ e
*'
dY\dTletYdMc

(13) )

Thee first term on the right hand side of Eq. (13) gives
thatt part of the cofactor of ÖMt that corrects for the
effectt of evaluating AeQ with 77 ld taken at the mass Mc
correspondingg to the previous Henyey iteration, instead
off taking 7? ld at the mass MC + SMC.
Thee superscript "old" means that the derivative is taken
inn the previous stellar model of the evolutionary sequence
att a mass corresponding to the new value of Mc.
Thee second term on the right hand side of Eq. (13)

(11) resultss from the implicit dependence of | ~ |

on the
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chemicall composition, according to relation (9). The
cofactorr of SMC should contain analogous terms to
neutralizee the mass shift effect of Aeg and AeY on the
evaluationn of AeQ. If one does not carefully linearize
thee equations, for example neglects some of the terms
describedd in this section, serious convergence troubles
willl arise, as appeared when we carried out test runs in
whichh alternatingly one or some of these terms were
neglected. .
BCCC 1

2.42.4 Shrinking Convective Core
Iff the convective core starts shrinking, always a compositionn profile will be produced and a composition
discontinuityy at the BCC will no longer occur. This
compositionn discontinuity is now fixed at the point
wheree the convective core reached its maximum size at
whichh position it is burned away by the helium burning
shelll during the subsequent evolution.
Att this fixed (in mass) discontinuity we use a simple
proceduree to introduce the (implicit) unknown density
ggll'' at the outer edge of the discontinuity, next to the
unknownn density at the inner side. At this special mesh
pointt we complete Eqs. (1) to (4) with the pressure
Eq.. (6). Linearization of Eq. (6) yields:

BCC 2

Fig.. 1. Schematic representation of the run in density near the
boundaryy of the convective core for two subsequent stellar models m
andd m+\ (with convective boundaries at BCC 1 and BCC 2). If for
thee region between BCC 1 and BCC 2 the densities from models m
andd m + 1 are also linearly extrapolated in time, the curve labelled
"extr"" results, with an unrealistic jump in density at BCC I. In order
too obtain a physically correct extrapolation for the region to the right
off BCC 1, one should smoothly continue the core-branch of the extrapolatedd model through this region until a point is found where the
matterr becomes convectively stable

Paczyhskii (1971) used to obtain homogeneous starting
models.. The first extrapolated model was obtained by
puttingg all evolutionary corrections to the structure
variabless
equal to zero and changing the composition
dP
dP
flPY',,flPY'
1 1/dPY 1/dPY
,,
ÖQÖQee==
+
byy taking a small evolutionary timestep. As usual the
— — \o\o \\ \\ — —
dQ dQ
ÖT)ÖT)
followingg starting models for the Henyey iterations
'' 1, /
(14) ) i.e.. the values for the four unknowns in every mesh
point,, were obtained by a linear extrapolation from
Itt is possible now to transform the cofactors of SQ" into
thee two preceding stellar models, except for the region
cofactorss of ög', ÖT and a right hand side term. Having
throughh which the convective core boundary has moved
backk the standard matrix format, we recover after every
duringg the last timestep. Suppose that the consecutive
Henyeyy iteration ög* from Eq. (14) with the help of the
boundariess in the two preceding stellar models were
valuess of ög', ST and the right hand side term. During
BCCC 1 and BCC 2. Then the physical structure has
timess that the convective core is shrinking we also take
changedd abruptly in the region between BCC 1 and
intoo account the iterative change in composition at the
BCCC 2 and a linear extrapolation would give wrong
pointt just outside the convective boundary (due to the
startingg conditions there, as is seen from Fig. 1.
correctionn SMC on the position of the BCC). This
Too obtain better starting values for the four unknowns
resultedd in better convergence properties of the generalinn the region outside BCC 1 up to the estimated new
izedd Henyey iterations during this phase (near the end
boundaryy BCC 3, the higher density core branch was
off core helium burning). Inclusion of this composition
continuedd by integrating Eqs. (1) to (4) from BCC 1 outdependencee on the position of the BCC for more mesh
wards.. A sequence of integrations was made in which
pointss was not possible with the elimination scheme
eachh time the convective boundary was assumed to
used,, as was mentioned in Section 2.2.
shiftt one step further outwards. At the same time the
Itt is worth noting here that if one calculates with the
nuclearlyy processed material (with values for T, g and Y
equationn derived by Castellani et al. (1971a) the height z
halfwayy between the values for the preceding and the
whichh overshooting convective elements can move
extrapolatedd model) was completely mixed from the
beyondd the convective boundary, then for all our stellar
centerr to the new boundary for that integration. After
modelss z is only a few times 100 cm. Hence there is a
everyy integration the quantity (Pr— Va) was evaluated at
reall discontinuity in chemical composition.
thee new boundary, until a mesh point was reached with
(V(Vrr—— Va)<0. The insertion of a movable mesh point at a
masss corresponding to (F r -|7) = 0 terminated this in3.. Starting Model for the Henyey Iterations
tegratingg and mixing process. At this inserted mesh
pointt (with six instead of four unknowns) the lower
Thee starting models on the helium main sequence were
densityy envelope was coupled to the extrapolated higher
calculatedd with the use of a Schwarzschild fitting
densityy core branch.
technique.. This program is the same as the one

IS S

Wj Wj
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3.1.3.1. Nucleosynthesis and Neutrino Radiation
Thee equations governing the change of abundances
duringg helium burning are:

y;=[ a a 3 ( ]y a 3 -[ 1 2 c,a]y c y a -[ 1 6 o,a]y 0 y 33
y cc = [aaa]

Yx3/3

2

- [' C, a] Yc Ya

2

6

y 0 == [' c, a] yc Ya - [' o, a] y0ya
^Nee = [ lf, o, a] y 0 y,.

(15)
(16)

(17)
(is)

Thee composition variables Yx, Yc etc. are defined by
y a == y/4, y c = C/12 etc. The reaction rates in brackets
aree calculated with analytical expressions from Fowler
etet ai. (1975). At every mesh point the rates and the compositionn variables are taken half-way between the
previouss and the actual stellar model, e.g. for Ya the
value e
YJYJ+1+1=(Y:+Y:")/2=(Y:+Y:")/2

wass taken. Here i gives the number of Henyey iterations
andd "old" means that the quantity is to be evaluated in
thee previous model. The factor (0 to 1) which occurs in
thee expression for the triple alpha rate was put equal to
0.1.. The resulting (local) composition changes were then
calculatedd with the simple equations:
AAccY=YAjY=YAj
wheree the derivatives ywere obtained from Eqs. (15) to
(18)) in the way described before. The chemical compositionn of the core was obtained by mixing the nuclear
processedd matter—according to Eq. (20)-—from the
centerr up to the instantaneous position of the movable
meshh point at the boundary. As this mixing was performedd after every Henyey iteration, Yx' in Eq. (19) had
thee mixed value, which was obtained after mixing in
thee previous i(lh) Henyey iteration, if the mesh point
underr consideration was inside the convective core.
Thiss simple scheme is stable as the helium content of
thee core goes to zero, at least for
Y^.\04.
Att the moment that the central helium content became
smallerr than this value, the helium content was set
equall to zero throughout the convective core.
Thee energy generation due to the nuclear reactions involvedd was calculated in the way described by Fowler
etet al. (1975).
Thee energy generation of the 1 2 C + 1 2 C reaction (with
ann effective g-value of 11.7 MeV and electron screening
accordingg to Salpeter and van Horn, 1969) was also
includedd in the program.
Thee energy losses due to neutrino radiation were calculatedd with the analytical fitting formulae derived by
Beaudett et al. (1969).

aa

zllnQ^0.125,, Ar/RGg0.045,
AL/Lmaxg0.045, AY, AC
andd AO^0.045. In the region around the BCC these
maximall space steps were multiplied by a factor 0.15.
Thesee conditions for the space steps resulted in a varying
numberr of mesh points, from about 120 at the helium
mainn sequence to about 190 during the He-burningshelll phase. The maximal time steps were chosen such
thatt the same conditions were fulfilled by the (guessed)
evolutionaryy changes in every mesh point, except for
thee changes in chemical composition, which had to be
smallerr than 0.02 in every mesh point. The mixing
lengthh used in the envelope integrations was taken as
onee pressure scale height.

4.. Results
4.1.4.1.(19)
Behaviour of the Convective Core During
thethe Evolution
Ass is shown by Fig. 2, the convective cores of the helium
starss expand monotonically during most of the time of
centrall helium burning. The convective cores of the 2MQ
andd 4 M Q helium stars keep growing until helium becomess depleted and then start shrinking rapidly. The
33 M 0 and 8 Me helium stars have more unstable con(20)
vectivee cores near the end of helium burning. Here the
BCCC suddenly jumps inwards, quickly followed by a
moree gradual inward movement. After some time the
convectivee core suddenly starts reexpanding for a short
time.. This sudden jump inwards is related to the developmentt of a minimum near the BCC in the Fr-curve
(evaluatedd with mixed core composition). Such a situationn is schematically described in Fig. 3. It is seen that
thee minimum in the VJVa-curve gradually sinks through
thee line VJVa = I (corresponding to convective neutrality)
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3.2.3.2. Mass Zoning, Timesteps and Mixing Length
Thee maximal differences allowed for the unknowns betweenn two adjacent mesh points were: /MnTgO.045,

Fig.. 2. Evolutionary changes in the extent of the convective cores of
heliumm stars during core helium burning. <ycori. is the fraction of the
totall stellar mass inside the convective core and Ycmc is the core
heliumm content (mass fraction). Curves are labelled with the total
stellarr mass
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Fig.. 3. Near the end of core helium burning in some models
(2.5M 0 ,, 3Af 0 , S M 0 ) a minimum in the ^/('„-curve appeared near
thee eonvective core boundary. This is schematically represented here
forr two subsequent stellar models m and m+ I. The curve labelled
PII f I has three "neutral points" S 1, S 2 and S 3. As coming from the
center,, the program was made to choose the first point with VJVU= 1
ass the new starting position for the eonvective boundary, this
boundaryy suddenly jumped inwards from BCC to S 1. This correspondss to the rather discontinuous jumps in qcme for small values
off V' in Fig. 2

Fig.. 4. The appearance of a minimum in the F,/(/„-curve close to the
boundaryy of the eonvective core in three subsequent (converged)
stellarr models of the 2MQ helium star, near the end of core
heliumm burning. Here fc,, b 2 , />3 and fe4 are the subsequent positions
off the eonvective boundary found by the program. Note the
appearancee of a eonvective shell. Corresponding values of the core
heliumm content (mass fraction) are indicated

0],, the value of (Vr— VJ at the inner edge of the compositionn discontinuity was positive and not zero. This is the
reasonn why in Fig. 4 the curves do not end at the
ass time goes on. This gives rise to the existence of
multiplee solutions of the equation (Pr—Va) = 0. Earlier "neutrall line" (at b, and b2) like they do in Fig. 3. The
timee elapsed between the first and the last model shown
testt computations with Eq. (5) replaced by this criterion
[appearancee and (nearly) disappearance of the shell] is
forr the eonvective boundary showed that the points S 1
onlyy some 40000 years, or about 1% of the duration of
ass well as S 3 in Fig. 3 are mathematically stable soluthee core helium-burning phase. A test run with a 1.5 M 0
tionss for the BCC. However, the solution S 3 gives an
heliumm star showed the appearance of a minimum in the
inconsistentt result because the program completely
(y^a-curve,, which intersected the line VJVa=\ three
mixedd the core material from the center up to this new
BCCC (solution S 3), in spite of the fact that there is a timess (M s , = .52 M 0 , M s 2 = .68 M 0 and Ms 3 = .70 M 0 )
radiativee region inside the BCC (between S 1 and S 2). whenn the helium content Y was still about .4. Our
Duringg the actual calculations the program started the programm [this time using the (Pr—FJ = 0 criterion]
Henyeyy iterations with the BCC near S 1 and it used continuedd the calculations without convergence
troubles,, the BCC converging at the S 3 solution with a
Eq.. (5) to determine the position of the BCC. The
Henyeyy iterations rapidly converged to solution S 1 ratherr large amount of mass between S 3 and S 1.
Probablyy one should introduce a semi-convective region
inn this case. [Notice that Eq. (5) becomes identical to
the eonvective core in this case, because now the
(V(Vrr—V—Vaa)) — 0 if the core is shrinking, because then outsidee
n is
identicallyy zero, due to the fact that / / = /A] As a result minimumm in the Pr-curve appears while core helium
thee eonvective core boundary jumped inward from BCC burningg is far from being finished. In this case the contoo S 1 during one evolutionary timestep. The region vectionn in the core is not yet dying out and due to the
continuedd eonvective overshooting at the core boundary
outsidee the new (smaller) eonvective core, in which a
compositionn profile was produced by the retreating eon- (noww at the position of the minimum in the Pr-curve)
vectivee shell just inside the former BCC between S 2 aa semi-convective region will be induced (Castellani
andd S 3. Hence solution S 1 for the BCC gives a con- etet al., 1971b). There is, however, uncertainty about the
effectivenesss of this "induced semi-convection". This
sistentt result. In the 2 M 0 helium star a non-transient
uncertaintyy is related with the (long) time-scale on which
eonvectivee shell appears outside the retreating eonvecthee eonvective elements (released by the eonvective core
tivee core (solution S 1), due to the increase of the relative
maximumm of the Pr/Pu-curve between S 2 and S 3 for ass a result of the gradually increasing opacity in this
core)) move through the convectively neutral region
thiss star. This eonvective shell was mixed after the Henyeyy iterations were completed, because the program was (Saio,, 1974).
nott able to apply the movable mesh point technique to a
situationn with two eonvective boundaries. Figure 4
showss the resulting log(P'r/Pa)-curves of a number of sub4.2.4.2. Possible Physical Reasons for the Unstable Besequentt converged stellar models during this eonvective
haviourhaviour of the Convective Core Boundary
shelll phase of the 2 M 0 star. Because during the actual
Nearr helium depletion in the core, the admixture of
calculationss as presented here, the program used Eq. (5)
heliumm into the convective core due to (re)expansion
too determine the BCC [and not the condition (Vr—7a) =
intoo the helium-rich layers outside it, will raise the core
19 9
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heliumm content by a non-negligible fraction. This fuel
injectionn will activate the nuclear energy source and the
coree structure may slightly change. Also, an expansion
off the convective core into the helium-rich region results
inn a small source term for the radiation field at the inner
edgee of the BCC, due to the gravitational term in the
energyy balance Eq. (4) (see Eq. (11), Section 2.3).
Onn the other hand these structural changes may lower
thee opacity of the core material, reducing the temperaturee gradient Vr. If these counteracting effects nearly
cancell each other, small changes in the physical parameterss could easily reverse the motion of the BCC. It is
nott clear to what order pure numerical processes are
activee in this way. Test calculations with smaller timestepss showed exactly the same behaviour of the
convectivee cores for the different stellar masses.

4.3.4.3. Carbon Ignition
Thee evolutionary calculations were terminated at carbon-ignition,, i.e. at the moment when the central regions
off the stars became convective again due to the large
energyy supply of the ' 2 C + ] 2 C reaction, overcoming
thee large neutrino cooling.
Ass is seen from Fig. 5, which gives the g, T history of
thee stellar centers, only the 2 M 0 helium star moves
farr into the degenerate region of the g, T diagram beforee carbon will be ignited (the evolutionary calculations
weree not continued up to that point). For this stellar
masss a temperature inversion developed near the
center,, due to the strong neutrino cooling in the center.
Ass a consequence of the continued (rapid) core contractionn combined with the presence of the helium burning
shelll source outside the C/O-core, the envelope strongly

Fig.. 6. The evolution of the radii of the helium stars from Fig. 5. All
curvess start on the helium main sequence and terminate at the point
off carbon ignition, except for the 2 M 0 helium star. The envelope of
thee 2MQ star expands strongly after core helium burning

expandedd for this star (Fig. 6). This expansion may
resultt in considerable mass loss by Roche-lobe overfloww if such a 2 M G helium star is a member of a close
binaryy system. One should bear in mind that the same
processs of core contraction comes into action before
thee next nuclear fuel can ignite (Ne, O and Si). The
2.55 M 0 helium star could show the same envelope expansionn in such a later evolutionary stage, as the 2 MQ
starr exhibits before carbon ignition.
Noticee that if there would have been some hydrogen in
thee envelope, the stellar radii would increase relative
too the values given in Fig. 6.
Thee 2 MQ helium star develops a C/O core of 0.99 M G
andd this value is slightly below the critical core mass
off 1MQ given by Beaudet and Salpeter (1969) for nondegeneratee carbon ignition (accepting the existence of
thee universal Fermi-interaction). The uncertainties in
thee 12 C + l 2 C cross-section for hydrostatic carbon burningg and the neutrino loss rates are, however, large, both
aree only theoretically determined without experimental
verification. .

5.. Discussion
5.1.5.1. Comparison with other Evolutionary Calculations

Fig.. 5. The central g, T-history of helium stars during core helium
burning.. Stellar masses are indicated in solar units. All curves start on
thee helium main sequence and terminate at the point of carbon
ignition,, except for the 2 M Q helium star. The core of the 2M0 star
developss a temperature inversion near the center and turns into the
degeneratee region before it can ignite carbon

Ourr results confirm the relatively large increase in convectivee core mass found by Paczyhski (1971), as can be
observedd in Table 1. Divine (1965) found an increase of
9%% in convective core mass during core helium burning
forr a 6 M G helium star, which is far less than our
resultss would imply for that stellar mass. Arnett (1972)
didd not find any core growth at all, but he used a verycoarsee zoning near the convective core boundary and
startedd with pure helium (Z = 0). Our calculated evo-
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Fig.. 8. The abundances (mass fraction) of the primary three elements
inn the convective core as a function of time for the 2.5 MQ helium star.
Whenn Y = 0.06 the convective core suddenly reexpands (as can be seen
inn Fig. 2) resulting in a change in slope of the V-curve, due to the admixturee of helium-rich material. This results in a lower final carbon content
off the core as compared with the 3 M 0 star (cf. Fig. 9)

ii

40

LogTe e
Fig.. 7. Evolutionary tracks of helium stars (X = 0, Z = 0.03) in the H-R
diagram,, starting on the helium main sequence. The tracks terminate
att the point of carbon ignition (appearance of central convection)
exceptt for the 2 M G star, which track runs outside of the digram
withoutt igniting carbon. (At log 7; = 3.8 the 2 M 0 star was still in a
rapidd core contraction phase)

lutionaryy tracks for the different stellar masses (Fig. 7)
aree also in agreement with the tracks found by
Paczyriski.. Our tracks hook back to the blue for slightly
lowerr effective temperatures in accordance with the
slightlyy smaller masses found for the C/O-cores. Arnett
foundd lower final carbon abundances for the C/Ocores,, respectively C = .434 and C = .358 for a 4 M 0 and
aa 8 MQ helium star.
Theree is a difference between the reaction rates which
aree used here and which Arnett used. These reaction
ratess [3a and I2C(<x, y) 1 6 0] are more accurate now,
duee to the experimental work done recently by many
investigatorss (see references in Barnes and Nichols,
1973).. There is, however, another and more important
differencee with Arnett's calculations and that is the expansionn of the convective cores during core helium
burning.. The helium stars in Arnett's calculations had
convectivee cores of lower (constant) mass: 1.72 M G
andd 4.77 M G for the 4 M Q and 8 M Q helium star, respectively.. The larger, expanding convective cores
foundd here, result in a somewhat different Q, T-history
off core helium burning. A larger effect is present near
thee end of core helium burning: then the admixture of
helium-richh material into the convective core gives a
non-negligiblee increase of the nuclear fuel supply in the
core.. At this time nearly the total nuclear energy productionn is due to the 12C(a, y)160 reaction and this
admixturee of helium leads to a lower final carbon
content.. For the 2.5 MQ helium star the effect of re-

Fig.. 9. The abundances (mass fraction) of the primary three elements
inn the convective core as a function of time for the 3 M Q helium
star.. As can be seen from Fig. 2, the convective core starts shrinking
alreadyy at V = 0.08 and because no more helium-rich material is
mixedd into the core, less carbon is converted into oxygen by the
12
C(a,y) , 6 00 reaction (cf. Fig. 8)

expansionn of the convective core into the helium-rich
regionn (when the helium content Y is about 0.06) is
clearlyy shown by the curve which gives the change in
coree helium content during the evolution (Fig. 8).
Thiss Y-curve exhibits a change in slope near T~0.06,
duee to the sudden injection of helium into the convectivee core. This extra helium supply burns away more
carbon,, until finally the carbon-curve terminates below
thee oxygen-curve in Fig. 8. The convective core of the
33 MQ helium star, on the other hand, starts shrinking
alreadyy for y~0.08 (see Fig. 2) and never reexpands
intoo the helium-rich region. This explains the relatively
highh final carbon content of the C/O-core for this stellar
mass,, as is shown in Fig. 9. The irregular behaviour of
thee convective cores near helium depletion results in
irregularitiess of the otherwise smoothly varying final
C/O-ratioo as a function of total stellar mass. The re21 1
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Tablee I. Data for the resulting C O-eores just after the core helium
burningg phase. Mem is the maximum mass of the convective core
duringg core helium burning
MM MM
22
2.5 5
33
44
88

//lO 66 years

3.57 7
2.36 6
1.74 4
1.23 3
0.656 6

CC

.466 6
.463 3
.535 5
.480 0
.445 5

COO

0.925 5
0.913 3
1.230 0
0.980 0
0.849 9

Thiss paper

Paczyriski i

MJWoo

MJWee

0.99 9
1.23 3
1.56 6
2.30 0
5.74 4

1.03 3

__ _
——
2.36 6
5.83 3

whichh arise, we give the reformulation of Eq. (3). Since
dg/dr-0dg/dr-0 at the center, we can use an expansion
QQ = Qi{\-*(rlr2)2}

(A.11

betweenn the center and the second mass point at r,.
Wee use this in Eq. (3) and integrate from 0 to r2:
M 22 = -tar,ri(l-J3rt.

(A.2)

Fromm Eq. (A.l) we obtain a = (e, ~e2)/Ql. and with this
substitutionn Eq. (A.2) yields
^ 22 = ^ 1 ^ , + ^ , ) .

suitss found here (Table I), seem lo indicate that a maximumm for this ratio is reached near 3 M0.
Dcin/err and Salpeter (1964) found such a maximum in
thee C/O-ratio for the C/O-cores of helium stars lo
occurr near a stellar mass of 1 M0. A point which needs
furtherr investigation is how much the results depend
onn what kind of interpolation scheme is used for the
opacityy tables.

(A.3)

Thee unequal coefficients for g, and g2 are specific for the
innerr boundary. Equal coefficients follow from the assumptionn Ar-4i\ which is not true at the center. If in
Eq.. (A.l) more than two parameters are used to expresss t>, then Eq. (A.3) cannot be expressed in the two
valuess Qi and Q2. A third density in this equation would
destroyy the over all structure of the equations. The other
equationss at the center are:

5.2.5.2. Possible Applications of the Movable Mesh Point
P^PP^P22=^(i=^(ieiei
Techniques Techniques
Thee method developed here can equally well be applied
too the convective cores of hydrogen burning stars, where
thee precise composition profile left behind by the shrinkingg convective core is a very important factor in the
evolutionn of the stars during the shell hydrogen burning
phasee (e.g. Lauterborn et al., 1971). Eventually arising
semi-convectivee regions could be treated with movable
meshh points at the two boundaries. Due to the complex
couplingss which arise here, this will be rather complicated.. The application of (a generalization of) our
methodd to the two boundaries of a convective shell
withh a nuclear energy source in it would be very useful.
Inn such a case the precise extent of the convective shell
iss important, because it regulates the amount of nuclear
fuell which is mixed into the nuclearly active region and
att the same time determines where the nuclear ashes are
deposited.. The self-consistency of our method would
simplifyy the study of the effects of differences in the inputt physics (e.g. the theory of convective overshooting). .

L 2 /M 22 = f ,

1 +

^

2

TTll-T-T22^HV^HVll

+ iQ2)

- § ^ - ! ^

(A
(A.5)

+ V2)(Pl-P2).

(A.6)

Thee radiative gradient away from the center is obtained
byy multiplying a tabulated function with LJMk. In the
centerr the factor L/M is replaced by the energy productionn per gram, which is <;, — {dQ!dt)x.
Thee inner boundary conditions are expressed as two
equationss in the four unknowns Q2, r2, T2 and L2.
Thesee two equations are obtained from Eqs. (A.3-6)
throughh elimination of Tx and g,. This elimination
proceedss in the most stable way through a pivot selectionn process. This method to formulate the inner
boundaryy condition improves the numerical stability at
thee center considerably.
2.2. Structure of the Elimination Scheme
Thee linearized system of equations consists of blocks of
thee form:
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Appendix x
/.. The Inner Boundary Condition
Att the center of the star a different form is needed for
thee structure equations. To show the kind of differences

(A.l)

(A

eachh have two rows in normal cases. Equation (A.7)
resultss from Eqs. (I) and (2), and Eq. (A.8) results from
Eqs.. (3) and (4). The boundary conditions are:
/ / , A \ - S ,,
KKtltlXXuu^T^Tnn..

(A.9)
(A. 10)
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Thee two equations of the outer boundary condition involvedd in the above equations are handled by a
(A.. 10) are obtained from the table of envelopes (see highlyy optimized machine code procedure, which
Sectionn 2). The inner boundary condition has been speedss up the program considerably.
Att first sight, it seems only an unnecessary complication
discussedd in the previous section.
Att some points in the star X should contain more than too make the system of equations blocked tridiagonal
fourr components (see Section 2.1). Since this disturbs byy taking blocks of zeros into Bk and Ck. However, it
thee present form of the elimination scheme, a mass turnss out that the manipulations are only rearranged
throughoutt the system. The main reason for* this
pointt Mm with more than four variables is removed from
thee system, and information is stored to retrieve the formulationn is that the zero blocks correspond to
solutionn vector Xm. This results in an equation of the coefficientss arising from second derivatives with respect
formm of (A.7-8) connecting the points m— 1 and m+ 1. too mass in the structure equations. In this way the rearThee extra equations are added as additional rows to rangementt makes it possible, to build into the program
H m M ,, /„_, and SM_,. Similarly, the matrices I„, Km diffusionn equations for the chemical composition.
HHmm--11 and Jm~i have additional columns.Take matrices
andd vectors together as follows:
References s
Arnett,, W. D. 1972, Astrophys. J. 176, 681
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Thee equations containing Xm are now:
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Thiss set is rearranged to:
p.. 571
XXmm = C-'Q-C~'DXm_x
(A.11) Deinzer,, W., Salpeter, E. E. 1964, Astrophys. J. 140, 499
Dinger,, A.S. 1972, Monthly Notices Roy. Astron. Soc, 158, 383
AX^.-BC-'DX^^P-BC-'Q.AX^.-BC-'DX^^P-BC-'Q.
(A.824
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soo it Hts into the general solution method. Equation Henyey.L.G.,, Forbes,J. E., Gould, N.L. 1964, Astrophys. J. 139,
i
(A.11)) is used to retrieve Xm; to this end C' Q and
306 6
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C~C~XXDD are stored.
Forr the general solution we make 4 x 4 matrices Ak, Bk Lauterborn,, D., RefsdaLS., Weigert.A. 1971, Astron. & Astrophys.
10,97 7
andd Ck and four-dimensional vectors Pk as follows:
Paczyhski,B.. 1969, Acta Astron. 19, 1
Paczyhski,, B. 1970, Acta Astron. 20, 195
Paczynski.B.. 1971, Acta Astron. 21, I
Saio,, H. 1974, Astrophys. Space Sci. 29, 41
ZiolkowskU.. 1972, Acta Astron. 22, 327
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rj- t:H-

+1

"H>> tH< o H* L K

Here,, O stands for a 2 x 4 zero-matrix. To solve
thee complete system in the most efficient way, we
calculatee and store the sequences Fk(n— l^fe^2) and
GGkk{n{n — 1 ^fc^ 1) with the equations:
FFnn--xx=A;}=A;}xxCCmm--22
GGkk={A={Akk-B-BkkFFk+ik+iyyxx

Fk={Ak-BkFk+xyxCk.l
{Pk-B(A..
}.
kGk+i14)

Thenn the solution follows from
XX22 = Gi

Xk+1 = Gk — FkXk.

G.. J. Savonije
R.. J. Takens
Sterrekundigg Instituut
Universiteitt van Amsterdam
Roetersstraatt 15
(A.13) Nederland
Amsterdam,,

(A.. 15)

Equationss (A. 13-14) and (A. 15) are forward and backwardd elimination respectively. Most matrix operations

NoteNote added in prttof. The expression which was used for the triple alpha
ratee was taken from a preprint However, according to the note
addedd in proof in Fowler et at. (1975), the coefficient in the first term
off this expression should be changed from 2.49E-08 to 3.00E-08.
Computationss with this revised rate gives very similar results, the
finall carbon content (mass fraction) of the C/O-cores increased with
aa few percent.
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